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SOME REMARKS ON THE MULTIPLICATORS FOR H 
AND THE CONVOLUTION OPERATORS IN Hf

Young Sik Park

0, Introduction

L. Schwartz[7] determined the multiplicators and the 

convolutors for the tempered distributions. Has匸mi[2] deter
mined the multiplicator for ® and the convolutor for Z. 
ZieleznyL9] studied convolution operators more precisely 차그d 
concretely in M. MorimotoL3] determined the convolutors 
for the s끄ace of Fourier ultrahyperfunctions.

In this paper, we considered the dual space （戋（矿 J'） 

（resp.^（H；H9） " （9/（乂七 #）（resp. We can
write down the 호elations of various spaces：

q）U&（乂矿,』）U（九（J, H）U（勿（H, H）.
We also examined the topology on H，）by some

different way of [9L We considered the 호。present at ion of 

the space（，覆（§, g）.
We will examine the convolutors for the space of Fourier 

ultrahyperfunctions in the forthcoming paper.

L The spaces H（印） and 质（R거）

we recall some definitio교s and properties on the spaces 
H（Rk） and to clarify our problems in this paper.

H（R"） is the space of all C^-functions 例*） on Rn such 
that e*p（，히•끼）/）勺（z） is bounded on Rn for any nonnega
tive integer k and multi-index p. A fundamental system of
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seminorms in H(Rn) is defined by

Ik이 lu= sup{exp(為기)|Z) 勺 (z)|；0 冬 L이 M 总 zWR 鈴}

for 如二0,1,2,….
The space 妙(_R”)of Cw-functions with compact support 

is dense in the space H(R"). The space H(R") is Frechet 
nuclear and reflexive.

The dual space」H'(R器) of H(Rn) is the subspace of 나le 

space ^(Rn) of distributions on R히 whose elements are 
distributions with exponential .growth([51). The topolo흥y of 
H，(Rn) is the strong dual topology； it makes (R“) into 

a complete, locally convex and Montel space.

For a function its Fourier transform
= [•••( exp(一腿3，>)g>(z)如1 …必r，， 

-R '
is defined for all gwC曜.We denote by g(C") the space of 
Fourier transforms of functions from g(O) consists
of all entire functions rapidly decreasing in any tube, with 

compact base. In other words, an entire function 寸 is in 
if and only if, for any polynomial P(z) of z and 

any compact set K of R七 LP(2)W(z)| is bounded for 
z^T(K)=RnxiK.

A fundamental system of seminorms in ®(O) is defined 
by

PkW =sup {"寸(怎)|}
MJ

for ^=0,1, 2, •••, where zk=zlk--znk and = 거;z = z 

+ Zy, b시壁 for 顶 = 1,2, …璀}.

The Fourier transformation 贫 is a topological isomorphism 
of H(Rn) onto 0(CM). The inverse Fourier transformation 
is 용iven by the followin융 formula：

以V(z) 云(exp(z<^,扌>)寸伝)…始.
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The space ®（C"） i응 Frechet nuclear and therefore refle
xive. If we define the Fourier transformation 贫 on 저） 

by the duality, the Fourier image of & （C旳 coincides with 
the space Hf （Rn）.

A distribution 乎（摂）is if and only if T can
be lep호esented in the form

T 二辺 "exp（이시）

where p^Nn, IzWR and / is a bou꾜ded, continuous function 
on R七 Or equivalently, 丁uH'（」R”）if and only if, each 
regularization T*以 is a continuous function of
exponential growthj in that case there is a RwN such that

（T*£） （z） =0（exp（囹;기））

as I：이—，8, for all （"母） （see[9]）°

2.（気（/,/） and （9c

Let 我 be a space of distributions in R\ which may be 

the space 疗（R"） or one of its subspaces with a topology 
stronger than that induced in 无'by . For instance,
我 is &（R꿔） or H'（R） or

Furthermore, let & J（必，（北'）be the space of convolution 
operators in 及i. e., the space of continuous linear map
pings ofXz into 34! which are convolution operators on 

EEL
We identify the space （"W,%） of convolution opera

tors in with the space of distributions, which consists of 
all Su花 such that the mapping TfS*T of £' into 此 
can be extended to a continuous linear mapping of 此 into 
洪:.Therefore, 无'）U北'.With the topology in

（9/（无'，北'）induced by the space 衣'，弟'），the injection
（9, （噩'，北'）一%北' i몹 continuous and the bilinear mapping 
（S,7）-S*T of （丸'Q仁北'）〉V紀 into 无'is separately 
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continuous.
For £, S痒(3： 0，我、the convolution S-^S2 is alsd in 

Qc {34!, Xz). Moreover, the bilinear mapping (£§)-£*$2 
of (丸'(北',弟')X (9/d,北')into @成、)is separately 
continuous.

We now consider the case 弟'= /'(R*). is the set of all 

C^ —functions such that, for any Su(9/(JU'),
the convolution S^f is a C30-function and S-)S*須 is a 

continuous mapping of (9/(/',/') into &,园乂矿 is a subset 
of 或矿.A function『三衫器 is in 戒从 if, for every Su 
(以'(£了, 乂矿), the convolution 7/=S*Jf ca교 be continued anal
ytically in the complex n-space (7가 and the growth of the 
resulting entire function is restricted in the following way. 
In any hsrisoTital band Tk in CB -around 2^ of widldi-J:, 

I方(n) I Mlg(・R。2)I, where g is a function of depending
on k and Re z is the real part of z. For each and S

J), clearly i. e., &矿 is a module over
(9U‘, 乂矿) under the ccmvoluti。교。peration.

A function f{x) defined on Rn is slowly increasing^ if 
there is a constant k such that

(2.1) JS)=O(I 이"),

as I끼一»8； f{x) is rapidly decreasing^ if condition (2.1) 
holds for every negative k.

A distribution Suh9'(R，)is rapidly decreasing, if and 

only if, for any integer k9 (1 +11j?||2)a/2*5(^) is a bounded 
distribution, or equivalently for every 为立0, 5 is a finite 
sum of derivatives of continuous functions, whose products 

with \x\k are bounded in Rn. (9/(/',/') is the space of 
rapidly decreasing distributions.

One refers the elements of (9/as the distributions 
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rapidly decreasing at infinity.

Fourier transforms of distributions of 乂矿） from 나
space /） of C^-functions, slowly increasing together 
with all their derivatives. A C —function f is in 

if and only if, for any multiindex there exists a polyn
omial P such that \DP f\ <\P\ on Rn. The topology of

J） is such that the F이irier transform is a topological 
isomorphism of （9」（乂矿，乂矿）onto （，彼（/, J）. Moreover, the 
convolution S*T of and is tra
nsformed into the product i. e.,贫（S*Z）=（步S）（贫Z）. 
On. the other hand, th Fourier transformatio교 筝 gives a 
topological linear isomorphism：

（力，幻

If f^&M and then 罗尼（丸'（，矿 J'） and

贸UW、） and we have 笋（广「）= （•狞）*（笋？）.
The set £才 coincides with the space 0c（.j3\ Jz） of very 

slowly increasing Cw-functions, which is the dual of

必'）.（See[8]）.
Recall that a C°°-function f is in （丸（乂界 J'）, if and only 

if its derivatives Dr f have the same rate of increase as a 
power of \x\. In another wo호ds, there exists a constant k9 
such that

Z）”JS）=0（| 시”）

as 闵一*8, for all the derivatives.
The set 必乂矿 consists of functions extendable over

Cn as entire functions, slowly increasing in any horizontal 

band T;. More precisely, an entire function f is in MJ'， 
if and only if, in every band Tk

이，

wher JI/ and k are constants depending on k
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Theorem 2.1. £/'=（九（北/'）（二（丸0/）,展・，the set 
8乂矿 coincides with J'） and it is a subspace of 

』）•

JR（九（&#） if and only if fW0（C어）, for any h>Q 
바iwe exists a multiindex p such that |시|（1 + |이*）is 
boundedon Th.

Theorem 2.2. The set 诙J' coincides with （如（®, #） and 
（方（&$）U&c（J‘,此）J）。Moreover （丸（2 $）卷 a 
module over （丸'（乂矿，J'） under convolution.

3. 미he space IP） of convolution operators in Hf

For SuHVR”）and the convolution S*T is well
defined as a distribution in HYR） and T~>S^T is a cont
inuous linear mapping from 打 into 甘（於）. We call S a 
convolution operator in H\Rn）. if the latter mapping is 
continuously extendable to a mapping from H'（R”）into 
HYR）

We denote bythe linear space of all convolu
tion operators in Hr（Rn\ One refers the elements of 
Qc^H\ Hf） as the distributions very rapidly decreasing 
at infinity.

Proposition 3.1. C9J. A distribution S is ztzH，） 
if and only if it satisfies one of the equivalent conditions^

（a） For every czWR命 the product exp<a9 x>S（x） is a 
bounded distribution on R1% i. e.9 exp <a9 x>

（b） For every S can be represented as a finite 
sum of derivatives of continuous functions F、

where
（2） |^（^）| <MP （ 一卽이）; Mp are constants.
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(c) For every RwN, the set of distributions
匹0(』이시)“?S, h，wR七 is bounded in

(d) For every £UU9(」R算)，the regidarization is in 
H(R)

Condition (d) can be replaced by the stronger condition', 
(d‘)For every the convolution S^cp is in

H(R旳 and the mapping 9一,of H(R") into H(Rn) 
is continuous.

Proposition 3.2. 甘)x甘(R*(7, U、)-
T^U^Hf{Rn) is separately continuous.

We denote by (9M。，®) the space of all C0-functions 

extendable over Cn as entire functions slowly increasing in 
cmy horiztmtal band. This that oji. entire function 
cC is in $) if and only if for each h>Q there, exists 
a p^Nn such that

|£(z)|(l+|z이广 is bounded on T；1.
(9叩(g,#) is the space of multiplication operators in 

If <^e$(CK) and £伝(力(節,釦, then (p£w§(、C가、) 
and the mapping 贝一寸£ of 0(Cw) into &(5、)is continuous.

The product of #) and 7曰0'(。)is
defined by equation
O・(p = T・(£平' 甲

Proposition 3 3O The Fourier transformation 笋 gives an 
isomorphism:

(丸(&釦旦泌/(HJW).

If 心m(臥拼 and Te^(C«), then 贫f= 프，, H，、)

and 多T=TuHKRT) and we have 3EfT) = fT = 
(y/)*(yr)=/*T.

We define the space /') {resp. H')) as
the image of Fourier transformation of the space
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（9原',』）（res?.（丸（卸,甘））.

Summing up the results we write down the table of 

various spaces'.

（九（9 切』）u（9S 瓦 H） 
w i贫 i贫 iy i贫 

（力（甘,H，）u（気（』,农）u（9/0, 乂矿）u（九（H, H，）u（丸'（身,身）

4. 꼬he topology on the space QC\H\ Hf）

Let Lb{Hf9 Hfy） be the space of all continuous linear ma

ppings from H^R^into H，（R*、） endowed with the topology 
of uniform convergence on all bounded sets. Denote by 7 
（resp. 7Z） the topology induced in（3：（H气 H，） by
Lb（H< H〃） （resip. Lb（H,H、）、）. Then the topologies 7 and 了 in 

2?z） comcide （［9j）.
Let B（resp. Bz） be a bounded set in （호esp. H（R、）、）

and let

II끼h=sup \<T,（p>\ （resp. | |Z||#=sup| <7, 少> |） 
T^B qw・B‘

for g>wH（R"）（resp. 7UH'（R"））. Then

U= U（B，, £） = {TwH，（R”）:||T1!b/<£}
（resp. U，= U，（B, £） = {$yH（R”）： 11‘끼梧〈艺}

is a 0-neighborhood in H'（R"）（resp. H（Rn））.
Let M（B, U） = {Su（赤（H',H'）:S*7uUfor all TeB} and 

let

"（B『*） = {Su（9c'（甘,for all（pwB‘}.
Theo교em 4.1. For every bounded symmetric set B^resp, 

-B） and for every O-neighborhood U\resp. U、） in H（」R”） 
{resp. H'（R））, there exists a set M（resp. in the O- 
neighborhood base for the topology "7（resp. y7） such that 
M*B^U\resp.

Proof. Let U『）=（H< H）S*甲for all 
and let A be a bounded symmetric set in HKRn、）.
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We may assume that U'= &〉0. We
choose a O-neighborhood Up in 1秽={7匕

Then, the set M= {Sw(9/(H‘，H，)：渗TUU牝 for all T 
U」4} is a set in the O-neighborhood base for the toplogy 
7. Moreover, if Su秫 then

IIS*’厂也Ye for all TeA
L e., I VS*「［ <s for all cpwB and TeA.

Hence, by the symmetry of and 允，

I <T, S*0> j <e for all and T^A.
Consequently,渗件1丁 for all(p^B/ i. efc5 M*B，uUL

Corollary 4.2. By the above proofs 7七二7. By the 

above hitter statement^ C7U"". Hence 7 coincides xvith 
*•

Remark 4.2 We denote by LS(H, H) the space L(H9 H) 
under the topology of simple convergence. The topology 了 

in 或'(甘，H，)coincides with the topology induced in 
QC\H\ Hz) by 난le space Ls(Hy H).

The topology in (9肱(®, g) coincides with 나le topology- 
induced in by 나le space 乙$(&#).

For each j, RUN, we denote by
毎"={%wQ(7z)：z，w(%)=sup(i+in)'ix(g)i<8}

(resp. E顽二{寸任。(7捎：||例l3=sup(l + |g|)기例仓)1<8}). 
昌、

Then 瓦七乂호esp. 玖,「) is a Banach space with the norm pkj 
Gesp. ||・||q)

For fixed k9 the spaces 瓦、J호esp. 玖,,顶 = 1,2, …, form 
a decreasing (resp. increasing) sequence：

&i二)&2二)…二弗XQ・・・(resp.风1(二硏,2(二…uE/二…) 

and the topology induced in F^j7+1(resp. by 毎"(resp.
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is coarser than the topology of ^)7ii(resp.
We denote by

瓦§ = lim pioj £^.7(resp. E& = lim ind Ek ;) j—j—»8

For XWQ(7£)(resp。XW瓦& (resp. *三玖)if 
and 。교ly if for every (resp. some) juN, <°o(resp.

We note that Ek is in duality with the space Ek and the 
canonical bilinear form of the duality is

(為 W)-〈X,寸〉=sup |x(g)寸(g)|, YW" WUE丄

Proposition 4。4. We have the following： as sets9 E = 

(勿where 瓦。，广二门码』彦=「)&= 
k ] k k

n丘8,’，衣/次瓦勺=

Proposition 4.5[9].(3§、) = lim proj Ek 
互一>8

Since 0/( JI7, Hf) is aclosed subspace of the complete 
nuclear space LRH, H\ H‘)is a complete nuclear
space. Since H‘)is isomorphic to (九(也#) by the
Fourier transformation, and since (9財(®, #) is bornologic, 

H") is a bornologic, Montel space (see[9j).

5.(丸(HJ矛)and

(丸'(』',』') = {/UU9'CR하); fo호 every integer k,
(1+||저|2火叮愆) is a bounded distribution} 

is the space of convolution operators in 乂矿(一R”).

One refers the elements of the space &，(/', /') as distr
ibution rapidly decreasing at infinity.

H') is a linear subspace of 난le space (9/( JU') 
and the imbedding J') is continuous.
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A C--function f is in the dual（丸0,/'） of （9/（乂矿扃'） 
if and only if there exists a constant a such that

£）jf（z）=O（| 지"）

as ]:이-）8, for all the derivatives.
Proposition 5.1. [9]
（丸（H，,H，） = {ruC8（R，，）： £＞顼'愆）=0（此?（如이）） as
I•이too f or all p^Nn and some k^N（independent of p}} 

is the dual space of ©/（H', H'）.
Theorem 5. 2. The space（W、H, H） of multiplicators for 

H is given as follow
（九（H, H） = （了 jdR1）: for every there exists

integer 加 C^O such that \DP f {x} \ ^Cexp{k\x\}^ x^Rn}
The space H八）is a {linear） subspace of

Proposition 5.3. [9丄 The space（丸（H‘，H'） endowed with 
the strong topology is a complete nuclear Montel space.
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